COMPANY PROFILE
An abstract about the company
El mahmoud travel co. Is an Egyptian shareholder company was found by Mahmoud Hassan in 1995 under license
no. 999, the member of the Egyptian chamber of tourism.
The company is working in the tourism field and the activities related to booking airline tickets, hotels, and
tourism programs inside and outside the arab republic of egypt. It is classified among the major companies
working in the field of hajj and umrah in egypt. The company is also a member in one of the major international
institutional, such as international air transport association (iata) and international web network for travel agents
(iwnta).

Our vision
That el mahmoud travel branches shall be the first choice of those who desire to receive tourism and travel
services in egypt, and to be the most appropriate choice for those who desire to perform the hajj and umrah in
the arab republic of egypt at all levels.

Our mission
Providing our tourism services with maintaining a high standard quality with keeping pace with the scientific
development of the tourism services and in a manner contributes in developing the tourism in the arab republic of
egypt with the full pursuit of fulfilling the needs of all our clients, full pursuit of fulfilling our needs and the
satisfaction of our clients to achieve our slogan, “we complete the travel joy”.

Our goal
We sought achieving our first goal though forming experienced and highly efficient religious tourism supervisors’
staff continuously provides the consultations and full support to our clients, responds to their inquires, provides
means of integrated care for them,thus, enables us from providing service of hajj and umrah pilgrimage trips for
thousands of the clients and acquire their highest satisfaction.
We seek to achieve our second goal, which is providing all the tourism services for all client of the tourism offices,
travel and tourism flights,tour operators and individuals from all over the word for those who desire to visit the
two holy mosques in the kingdom of saudi arabia and arab republic of egypt with all the tourism destinations
herein, whether they are groups,families or individuals, in a distinguished way suits all the requirements through
a highly experienced team qualified and ready to provide all the services of tourism and travel all over the world.

Our policy
It is to maintain our good relationship with all our clients, agents and partners in the success from the
hotels,airlines and transport companies, maintain and develop the work relationships and the distinct friendship
ties us with our agents, partners and friends from tourism companies in most parts of the world and participating
in developing the tourism in the arab republic of egypt.

Services the company provides
El mahmoud travel company activities are several and it is not limited to the hajj and umrah pilgrimage trips only,
but includes the other activities provided at the highest level of professionalism to meet all the requirements of
the honorable clients. These activities are providing the following services.

It is worth to be noted that boking process of any of the referred to services can be executed through official
website of the company in the internet elmahmoudtravel.com, in addition to the possibility of the electronic
payment of the required service value. This is of our policy which we follow and it is not just a development of our
electronic website, as we always seek to provide all means of comfort to the client and save his precious time.

Added value in the business size
As per the result of our seeking to achieve our first goal and through the experienced and efficient religious
tourism work team provides the highest standard to care of our clients, as our business ratio increased in the
previous year to a ratio satisfies our ambition, and it is follow.

The above stated business ratio includes all the following services combined (international tourism trips, flight
tickets booking, hotels booking, internal tourism trips), and separately the religious tourism trips, as the company
is one of the major companies working in this field since 1995 up till now.

